In this paper we examine two problems in steady incompressible viscous flow with a view to generating high-order perturbation solutions as regular expansions in powers of the Reynolds number. Thus, computer-algebra techniques are used to study the motions produced (a) by a Landau momentum source placed at the centre of a fluid-filled spherical shell, and (b) by a rotating sphere in both unbounded and bounded fluids.
Introduction
PERTURBATION expansions in terms of the Reynolds number have a long history in attempts to solve the Navier-Stokes equations governing the motion of a viscous fluid. Whilst many problems lead to singular perturbation schemes, there is a much smaller number for which the expansion is regular, involving only integral powers of the Reynolds number Re. Thus, Van Dyke (1,2) has long been an advocate of a close examination of such expansions, with a view to extending their applicability by various means. In (2) he treats a boundary-value problem which arises in an analysis of the stretching of a bubble (3) . The objective is to determine a function /(y. Re). 0 =s y =s ], and a constant 5 (Re) which satisfy the equation f"'-B = Rc(f' 2 -ff")
and the conditions " = 1.
The solution of (1), (2) as series expansions of / and B in powers of Re is carried as far as <9(Re'"), the coefficients in B being found as floating-point numbers. Van Dyke observes from this high-order expansion a sign pattern, which is exploited to determine the radius of convergence of the series. Extensions of the solution are then sought by methods such as Pad6 approximants and Euler transformations. The advent in recent years of readily-available and powerful symbolic manipulation (or computer algebra) packages such as Maple and Reduce has enabled workers to study regular perturbation problems with a view to extending existing results to higher orders. An essential difference from floating-point calculations is that the algebra is carried out in exact rational arithmetic, thus avoiding round-off errors. Using this method the author has reproduced Van Dyke's expansions for the stretching-bubble problem using Maple.
The object of this paper is to apply computer-algebra methods to the examination of two further regular perturbation problems in the steady flow of an incompressible viscous fluid. The first is the axisymmetric motion produced in fluid within a rigid spherical shell by a Landau momentum source (4) placed at the centre of the shell. In the zero-Reynolds-number creeping-flow approximation the Landau source, which can be thought of as the continuous application of a point force, becomes a Stokeslet. This problem was first treated by Ranger (5) , who established a regular perturbation scheme based on an expansion of the exact Landau source solution for the stream function in powers of a suitable Reynolds number. A numerical solution was subsequently given by Pickering and Sozou (6). Ranger's assault on this problem was a truly heroic effort, and he was able to establish various properties of the structure of the solution. However, the algebraic details quickly become extremely intricate, and hence it seems appropriate to reformulate the problem in a form suitable for symbolic computation. In particular, this means exploiting the very efficient polynomial manipulation capabilities of computer-algebra systems.
In section 2 we use the spherical polar distance r and the cosine of the polar angle 6 as coordinates and reduce the determination of the stream functon to the solution of sets of ordinary differentia] equations in the coordinate r. The solution of these equations must reproduce the Landau singularity at the origin as the dominant singularity, and a convenient method is to use a Green's-function approach. The computation is carried as far as the 12th power of the Reynolds number, and an expression calculated to this order for the force experienced by the fluid-bounding shell. Details of the stream lines are also exhibited, and a critical analysis given of some of the considerations in (5) .
The problem of section 3 is the determination of the motion generated in an (initially) unbounded fluid by the steady rotation of a solid sphere of unit radius. Bickley (7) originally recognized that this configuration can be treated by means of a regular perturbation expansion in powers of the angular Reynolds number, and his calculations were subsequently extended by Collins (8) to O(Re 6 ) (the expansion parameter is actually Re 2 ). Later Takagi (9) pushed the computations to 0(Re 14 ) by a floating-point calculation, and here we use the methods of section 2 to carry out an exact rational arithmetic solution correct to OQle 20 ). When Re = 0 we have the well-known axisymmetric Stokes-flow problem of the slowly-rotating sphere in an unbounded fluid (10) . For Re > 0 the motion is no longer axisymmetric, but the problem can be formulated in terms of two scalar functions, £2(r, 6) which determines the azimuthal fluid speed and *(r, 6) which provides the meridional components of fluid velocity. Again we use expansions in powers of cos# (as did Takagi (9)) and determine the r-dependent coefficients from coupled sets of ordinary differential equations, solved by the Green's-function technique (this allows the asymptotic condition of vanishing fluid velocity as r -*• oo to be applied in a simple manner). The resistive couple is found correct to O(Re*°), but in fact the additional terms do not significantly extend the range of convergence of the series beyond that found in (9) . However, the extra terms can be used to calculate a diagonal Pade" approximant to extend the usefulness of the result.
Section 3 concludes with a consideration of the rotating-sphere problem when the fluid is bounded by a concentric rigid spherical shell of radius a > 1. The symbolic computation is easy to extend to this configuration; indeed since the differential equations to be solved now feature two-point boundary conditions, solvers built into the computer-algebra system Maple can be used. The effect of the external boundary on the resistive couple is investigated, and in an example given it appears that the solution is valid for Reynolds numbers up to 100.
All the problems discussed in this paper lead to enormous algebraic expressions, and it is necessary to take steps to control expression swell and to make the program efficient. All the floating-point numbers quoted are calculated from exact expressions and are thought to be correct to all figures shown-one of the great conveniences of computer-algebra systems is their ability to perform unlimited (except by the size of the computer memory) precision floating-point arithmetic. Hence the number of significant figures used can be chosen so that round-off errors are controlled.
The Landau source problem
Let (r, 6,0) be a system of spherical polar coordinates; a Landau momentum source is situated at the origin in a viscous incompressible fluid and the fluid is bounded by the rigid spherical shell r=\. (All lengths are non-dimensionalized by reference to the shell radius.) The flow is steady, and the radial and transverse non-vanishing fluid-velocity components are defined in terms of a stream function V(r, 6) by
Further, the stream function satisfies the partial differential equation
where~
In (4) Re is a suitably defined Reynolds number (see below). In view of the polynomial-manipulation capabilites of computer-algebra systems, it is convenient to re-express (3) to (5) in terms of the coordinate /i =cos#. It follows that, with *1> = *(r, fi),
where D 2 =^+ (lz^)|_. (8) Consider now the Landau momentum source placed at the origin in an unbounded fluid. The stream function \fr L (r,n), an exact solution of (7), is given by (4, 5)
where Re is the Reynolds number defined in (5). For Re=0, (9) reduces to the stream function for a Stokeslet at the origin, and for Re < 2 we can expand \}r L binomially as^2
(10)
where
Note that the velocity field derived from \j/ L is singular at r = 0, being 0(r-') as r-> 0.
To solve the problem of the source-driven flow within the spherical shell, write
where ^ is a perturbation stream function. The no-slip condition on r = 1 requires that
Further. \j/ must be less singular at r = 0 than \J/ L so that the Landau velocity singularity dominates the flow as r -* 0.
Substituting in (7), equating powers of Re and using (13) 
where A y = 1 -Sjj, S,j being the Kronecker delta. There is also the Landau source term in (16) and the contribution from the sum of jacobians. This latter contribution is excessively complex in structure and its determination is best left to symbolic computation. However, one important point which can be gleaned from (21) is that g L \ (k _ v) must be determined first, followed by the remaining g k s in descending order of the second subscript, ending with gt.oIt follows from (17) that the gu satisfy the conditions 
The homogeneous equation (23) and r" 2 *"'; it follows that in order to obtain the correct behaviour of gk,( r ) as r->0 the final pair of solutions must be rejected in the region r < t. Further at r = 1 we impose the conditions G[ s (\, t) = G' ks '(\,t) = 0 and the usual continuity and jump requirements at r=t. The Green's function G^(r, f) in the regions r < t and r > t is now found as -? 4 The formulation of the iterative determination of the stream function *I*(r, /A) as a regular power-series expansion in powers of the Reynolds number is now complete, and the detailed calculations are performed using the symbolic manipulation package Maple. The program itself is relatively short, containing only some 100 lines of instructions, and a calculation of the force exerted by the momentum source on the bounding rigid shell is also carried out. Using a result quoted by Happel and Brenner (10), this force 9, normalized by the force in the zero-Reynolds-number Stokeslet problem, is given by (29) R. SHAIL (The factor 5/32 arises from evaluating the integral in (29) when ty = 4> 0 , given by (18).) Since ^(r, fi) is an odd function of /z for odd values of k, it follows from (29) that 9* will only contain even powers of Re in its expansion.
The 
The surprise in (33) is the sudden appearance in the final term of a negative sign when the sign pattern appeared to be well-established. The force 8F is plotted against Reynolds number in Fig. 1 These values certainly satisfy the first recurrence relation derived in (5), namely that 02/1+1 = \^2n for n > 1. However, the second recurrence relation found in (5) between 02/1+2 and a^, is incorrect. Quite validly Ranger is seeking the terms in *2n+2 which produce in D 4 4 / 2n +2 terms of the form (lnr)"/r 2 . The a2n+2-dependent part certainly does, but so do less singular terms in ^2/1+2. exemplified by /z 2 (l -n 2 )r 2 (\nr) n .
The omission of such contributions invalidates both the expression for 02^+2 and the convergence argument based on it.
We can examine the flow pattern for non-zero Reynolds number using the Maple-generated stream function. Thus Fig. 2 shows the streamlines in a meridional plane for Re = 1-5. The stagnation ring has moved off the plane 9 = 0 and now intersects the meridional plane in a point with polar coordinates r = 0 -44, 6 = 0-98. The coordinates of this stagnation point are again calculated analytically using Maple. Similar flow patterns are exhibited in (6).
The rotating-sphere problem
Using the same spherical polar coordinates as in the previous section, we envisage a solid sphere with surface r = 1, rotating steadily with unit angular velocity about the polar axis in an unbounded incompressible viscous fluid, at rest at infinity. The problem is axisymmetric, and the radial and cross-radial components of velocity are still derived from a stream function (r, 0) as in (3) . However, the motion now has a swirl component of velocity u^, which we express as n rsinfl (36) The Navier-Stokes equations show that ^ and Q satisfy the equations 
where Re = R 2 n/v is a Reynolds number based on the fluid kinematic viscosity v, the radius R and the angular velocity n of the rotating sphere. Equations (37) and (38) must be solved subject to the no-slip conditions at the sphere surface, namely * = -=0, ft = sin 2 0 onr=l. (39) or Further, in order to ensure that the fluid velocity tends to zero as r -> oo, we require that Q. is bounded and ^/r 2 -• 0 as r -*• oo. It is again convenient to work in terms of n = cos#; (37) and (38) then read
and where Z) 2 is given by (8) . The final condition in (39) must also be modified to read £2(1, fi) = 1 -n 2 . When Re = 0 we have the classical Stokes flow generated by the rotating sphere, for which * = 0 and Thus, substituting (44) and (45) in (40) and equating terms of order Re shows that «1* ( , satisfies the equation
rwhose solution consistent with (39) is
Equations (42) and (47) form the staning points of the recursive determination of the f2 n and 4> n , n = 1,2.... Following the methods of section 2, we substitute (44) and (45) Further, each of the ^ satisfies the first two conditions of (39) and the asymptotic requirement as r -* oo, and £1^ k > 1, vanishes on r = 1 and is bounded as r -* oo. It is apparent from a knowledge of ^0 *W-i and fio ^i-i, that n t is determined from (48) and ^t subsequently from (49).
To proceed with the solution we make the expansions
5=0
Substituting first into (48) and equating powers of n 2s shows that the functions /*.,(/") satisfy second-order ordinary differential equations of the form The solution of the problem to a prescribed order in Re 2 can now be implemented, using a program similar to that of section 2. The computation is somewhat more complex than that of the Landau problem and it must be formulated in such a way as to control the expression swell which occurs in symbolic computations. We give in (63) and (64) (52) and (53) may be adopted. Alternatively, since two-point boundary conditions are now applied to these ordinary differential equations (as opposed to asymptotic conditions), differential equation solvers built into symbolic manipulation packages can be employed. Whichever approach is adopted, the computational overhead increases enormously, and the calculation of the couple for general a and Re produces very complicated formulae. Thus, the expression for the couple on the rotating sphere, correct to 0(Re 2 ), is Figure 4 gives plots of these approximations for 0 «£ Re < 100; the solid curve is (73), the dotted curve is the approximant and the diamond curve the O(Re 6 ) approximation. The first two agree over almost the whole of the range.
This last problem can be generalized in an obvious way to allow the spherical shell to rotate coaxially with the sphere with an angular speed a). The basic Stokes-flow solution is given in (10, p. 350), and correct to <9(Re 2 ) the resistive couple is found as a 3 (a-1)Vi (a)a; 2 + P 2 (a)a;+/ 3 (fl)} n 2 n ,, -Re, and Q{a) is given by (71).
Conclusion
In this paper we have considered a number of problems in which solutions of the nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations are generated in the form of regular perturbation expansions in integral powers of a suitable Reynolds number. This technique quickly leads to very intricate algebraic calculations, and the resources of computer algebra have been deployed to deal with this aspect of the investigation. As demonstrated by Van Dyke (2) and Takagi (9), some problems can be formulated in a manner suitable for floating-point solution, but the computer-algebra approach, using exact rational arithmetic, is not influenced by round-off errors. The price is the generation of expressions containing hundreds of terms and rationals with hundreds of digits in numerators and denominators. However, with two exceptions, all the computations described in this paper can be executed on a personal computer.
